Peter Taylor is a PMO expert who has built and led four global PMOs across several industries, and
has advised many other organizations in PMO and PM strategy.
In the last 5 years, he has delivered over 250 lectures around the world in over 25 countries and has
been described as ‘perhaps the most entertaining and inspiring speaker in the project management
world today’.
He is also the author of the number 1 bestselling project management book ‘The Lazy Project
Manager” www.thelazyprojectmanager.com along with many other books on project leadership, PMO
development, project marketing, project challenges and executive sponsorship.
His mission is to teach as many people as possible that it is achievable to ‘work smarter and not
harder’ and to still gain success in the battle of the work/life balance.

More information and registrations: Oana Scarlat – 0722 617 208; oanas@exec-edu.ro ; www.exec-edu.ro

The Project from Hell
Off to the time machine to save the worst project in history…
Why learn about Project Success and Failure in a dry, traditional manner
when instead, you could participate in rescuing the Project from Hell in this
exciting, interactive and fun workshop?
Compete with your colleagues in bringing this project back from the brink
of complete failure and in to the realms of success – to hell and back in
one workshop!
Participants are divided into a number of teams whose role it is to analyse
a failed project case study and then present back, what went wrong, why
it went wrong, and their recommendations for improvements to ensure
future success.

With all events encountered being based on a real case study, the Project from Hell has relevance
across any business sector and is very appropriate for mixed project skills within teams. To quote one
participant: ‘I’m sure this project from hell is based on Project X that we stopped last year’.
Who should attend?
The aim is a challenging but enjoyable environment with lessons learnt staying in the mind because of
the practical and experiential nature of the learning environment. Therefore, the audience is
‘everyone’ connected in any way to project based activity.
The workshop is ideal for re-energising your project management enthusiasm, learning ways to start
better projects (as well as ways to recover those that have gone a little off course), is a perfect
experience for a new project/program team, and can even be used to evaluate would-be project
manager candidates.
Learning Outcomes
Participants will derive real value from the Project from Hell workshop content and materials, as they
very much reflect everyday real-life scenarios; what can go wrong, mistakes that can be made, loss of
control that can be experienced etc. Delegates have to identify these and work out ways in which such
events can be more successfully managed in the future, guided by the experience of the workshop
leader everyone will walk away with something useful and something they can apply to their day job
immediately.
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The amount of time available is tightly controlled to generate the stresses and strains of real world
projects and team working. Quickly this is no longer a case study but a living breathing project that
must be saved, by a deadline that is rapidly approaching and cannot be missed.
Welcome to your real project world!

Agenda
Topic
The Journey of Expectation Management
The key to project management success is an open mind in the early stages of the project and real
stakeholder engagement in the ‘alignment’ process
What makes a project from ‘Hell’?
Team exercise to understand common issues with difficult and challenging projects
Introduction to the ‘Project from Hell’
The background to the case study and the expectations set
Break in to teams and begin to save ‘The Project from Hell’
Now the clock is ticking, and the pressure is on in this competitive exercise
How we saved ‘The Project from Hell’ team presentations
Feedback, guidance, awards and lessons learned
Best practice – cause and effect analysis
Back to what make projects ‘Hell’
How can you make a difference when you return to work?
Q&A, Next Actions and Close

Investment: 295 EUR (excluding VAT)/participant.
Early Bird Price (up to August 21st): 250 EUR (excluding VAT)/participant.
Group discounts for more than 3 participants from the same company.
The event location will be announced soon. Places are limited to a maximum of 30 participants.
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